Top job moves announced

Plant Security Studies Begun

Unsettled world conditions have brought up the problem of plant security here, and an eight-member security committee has recently been appointed to consider and recommend courses of action. The group includes J. J. Madia, G. B. Brook, G. L. MacNutt, G. N. Owen, L. R. Switler, T. M. Whiteley, C. F. Smith (chairman), F. W. Switler, B. Teagle, and W. L. Thomas. They point out that their work is in line with what is being done in practically all industries where security and continuous operation are important, including the various units of the Standard Oil Company (N. J.) in the U.S. and its plants in the United States and as well as those of its affiliated companies elsewhere.

Primary steps developed by the committee include a preplanning conference, immediate guarding of some of the fencing, and a tightening up of entrance and security rules. G. N. Owen, Switler, and B. Teagle have been named as security committee chairman, but from the outset the plan is that people who are here, or who may be here in the future, will be working with the committee.

The potential enemy's past actions and plans indicate that sabotage is most to be guarded against, and the initial interest of the committee is in this phase.

A progressive scheme for protection is being devised. Work is going forward on improving the protection given by fencing. Since fencing needs to be effective, 28 steel barrier rails have been employed and are already in place.

Two escape as plane crashes

A twin-engined private plane crashed at Bulahli February 5, with the two occupants of the plane escaping with only minor injuries. Considerable damage resulted when the plane caught fire; the fire was put out by the two men aboard.

The crash occurred when the gas line caused one motor to cough out. Then the other motor went out and the plane suddenly lost altitude before it could make Dakota Field. This forced the pilot to attempt an emergency landing at Bulahli.

The plane, a Consua, belonged to Rudi Kappel, from Surinam, who was flying it from the States to Surinam. His passenger was an American, Maurice Young, whom he had picked up in Haiti and was taking on a hunting trip to Surinam. Later, Kappel hoped to start an aerial service into the Surinam interior.

Earlier the day of the crash, young Kappel had left Haiti for Aruba; his father is in the Netherlands territory.
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Tropical Country Club Nobo scheduled to be officially opened next month. The Club is located in Noord, and its main attraction will be to provide social and sporting activities for members and their families.

Hyacinthus Erasmus, Cracking Department, is president of the Club. Other members of the board are Soriano Dijkstra; Juan Kelly, Mechanical Department; Elias Fling, Distillation Department; H. K. Tromp, Light Oils Finishing; Philip Erasmus, Cracking; Severiano Luytens, Cracking; Higinio Kelly, TSD Lab; Julio Croes, TSD Equipment Inspection Group; Fabian Tromp, TSD Equipment Inspection Group; and Mario Franken, Accounting.

Lago employees have played a leading part in the formation of the new Tropical Country Club. The Club is scheduled to be officially opened next month. The Club is located in Noord, and its main attraction will be to provide social and sporting activities for members and their families.

Hyacinthus Erasmus, Cracking Department, is president of the Club. Other members of the board are Soriano Dijkstra; Juan Kelly, Mechanical Department; Elias Fling, Distillation Department; H. K. Tromp, Light Oils Finishing; Philip Erasmus, Cracking; Severiano Luytens, Cracking; Higinio Kelly, TSD Lab; Julio Croes, TSD Equipment Inspection Group; Fabian Tromp, TSD Equipment Inspection Group; and Mario Franken, Accounting.

A drive to raise money to finance an operation for an Aruban girl is presently being carried on by Aruba's Lions Club. The girl is Irene Jacobs, who fell on Christmas day in 1949 and severely cut her throat. Since that time, she has undergone three operations here in Aruba, and for several years Aruba's Lions have been close to her heart. (Irene's story was carried in the Aruba ESSO News last year.)

Now that Irene is ready for a final operation, the Lions Club is carrying on a drive to raise money to send her to the Temple University Medical School in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Since a considerable amount of money will be necessary, the Lions have appealed to the public to help them in their goal of helping Irene. Lions are now soliciting funds for this purpose, and the fund-raising drive will go on for several weeks more. Anyone wishing to contribute to the drive may contact any member of Aruba's Lion Club, Monte Maduro, of Aruba Trading in San Nicolas, is president of the Club.
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Calvinist superintendent H. Chippendale, increasing safety activity and consciousness and safety in the employee, group, and department, that Mr. Chippendale added that he felt Aruba's wettest year - the first to the 1949 record. This overall decrease in the 1949 record. Mr. Chippendale continued. "It is with such attentive effort that the 1949 record. By this attendance was obtained by the reduction of the year," Mr. Chippendale continued. "With Mr. Charlene, the technical superintendent, came to Aruba in December 1923 as first class assistant to the Technical Department. In March 1943 he was named technical superintendent to the technical superintendent. Mr. Scriven was named assistant to the Industrial Services Department. In March}
Refueling the Flying Dutchman

Lago Receives Contract to Refuel KLM Planes at Dakota Airport

The scene above, a KLM DC-4 being refueled by an Esso truck, will soon be familiar to travelers bound from Dakota Field to Miami, Venezuela, and other points around the world.

On January 9 Lago received the contract to refuel KLM planes at Dakota, and on February 6, a few busy weeks later, the first refueling operation took place.

Present to watch the big plane get its first load of Esso fuel from Lago equipment were a number of Government, KLM and Lago officials. (An interesting sidelight is that the first Lago employee to travel on the Lago gasoline was F. J. Getts, personnel manager.)

In addition to the three trucks shown in the picture to the right, Lago maintains an office in the terminal building and a staff of five at the field.

Members of the group which inspected all of the new equipment at the field were J. Le Maire, manager of Hato Airport, Curacao; W. J. Kelder and R. J. Castendijk (see below); F. H. Depath and J. M. Whiteley of Lago, and C. Heemskerk, manager of Dakota.

Enough gasoline to fill 85 automobiles (1350 gallons) is pumped into this KLM plane bound for Miami on February 6 when Lago began refueling operations at Dakota Field.

On display at Dakota, with the operations tower as a background, are the three big trucks which help to service the planes. In the center is Lago's bulk hauler which brings high-octane fuel from the refinery to the field. Bracketing it are two aviation refueling trucks, which can deliver at the rate of 300 and 100 gallons per minute.

After the refueling truck pulls up to the waiting plane, the two fifty-foot hoses are run out and passed up to the wing tanks by Tromp and Rosell.

The business end of the refueling operation. The two hoses connect to two completely separate pumping systems built into the refueling truck.

Planes such as this KLM DC-4 literally "fly on gasoline," since their fuel tanks are contained in the wings. As St. Louis and Billy bring the hose up the ladder to fuel the wing tank, KLM field engineer Hekker stands by with dipstick in hand to check the operation.

Ed Gavin, technical advisor for the Esso Export Corporation, shows visitors how the two filters in the refueling truck take out all water or other foreign matter from the gasoline as it is pumped to the plane. Watching with interest are W. J. Kelder, chief of KLM's West Indies Technical Service Division, and R. J. Castendijk, director of Civil Aviation, N.W.I.

Here are the men who made the refueling operation successful: Standing, left to right: N. L. Holland, LOF, who will supervise the field crew; J. H. Wubbold, Esso Marketing representative, N.W.I.; Ed Gavin who advised on the operation of equipment and supervised the safety features required; W. L. Kaestner, Marketing assistant; and Jacinto Rosell. Kneeling: Alford St. Louis, Magnus Billy, and Guillermo Tromp.
"I feel such a gratitude... and I shall never forget"

by Mathias Vrolijk

The letter that follows was written by 16-year old Mathias Vrolijk, son of Ramon Vrolijk, associate director of the Publicity Department. Stricken with infantile paralysis, young Vrolijk spent most of 1950 in the New York Hospital, where he was treated for the movement and variation of the other arm. He was discharged, but continued to attend the hospital for therapy. In the belief that the experience of this courageous young patient will be of interest to all readers, the Aruba ESSO News is glad to print this story here.

(English is a translation from the original Papaina.)

It had been a long time already since I had the idea of writing something about the personal experiences of this young man, first of all because of the staff of ESSO News, who wrote an article that because I believe that it is the best way to express my gratitude which I feel toward all the people of this world, to give them as much money to give me the opportunity to express my gratitude.

For that reason I longed so much to give details of my trip and my experience in New York Hospital, but is seem to me that I always stand in front of that. Before I wrote about me I was at work and my health was much better than ever before. I had treated me so good during my stay there that I felt much better. I have written about me in the newspaper, and I am glad to see that on a white paper I can express my gratitude which I feel toward all the people of this world. I have written about me in the newspaper, and I am glad to see that on a white paper I can express my gratitude which I feel toward all the people of this world.

I was surprised of feeling that I could have moved my hand. It was painful though, but I could move it, which before I couldn't have done. Then they gave me a treatment with hot water, vitamin, they called it. I had to put my arm and shoulder in a big hanging basin with hot water that was running all around. So, they treated me one hour every day. After two weeks I could have move my arm all around. The doctor told me that I have to do a lot of exercise, even if it hurts so much. I had a month on October he took the plaster-cast of my feet and told me to stand up. I was frightened when I heard him. Never before in my life had stood on my feet. But they made me stand. My entire body was trembling. I had a head to get to the "Gym". I was all dressed up, from the head to the toe, and as me: "Where should I be- the "Gym" from 9 'till 10 in the morning)."

The trip was wonderful. From Curacao I sailed to New York, via Cabo Verde, Puerto Cabello and then to Curacao. The trip was wonderful. From Curacao I sailed to New York, via Cabo Verde, Puerto Cabello and then to Curacao. The trip was wonderful. From Curacao I sailed to New York, via Cabo Verde, Puerto Cabello and then to Curacao.

On the following day he made all arrangements so that I can sleep in the same room with him. One day after he took me to a hall where I've seen television for the first time in my life. Here I met Miss Reben, a nurse who worked in Aruba. She was working on the same floor where I was. Around 9:20 a nurse came in and told me that I must not go to bed, because the doctor is coming. A few minutes later he came in with his nurse and asked me: "Where are you going?" I answered: "To bed, because the doctor is coming." At the same moment they sent words to Doctor Frederick Lee Liebolt, that they would never forget those people who working for Doctor Frederick Lee Liebolt.

After one minute I was tired to go to bed, because the doctor is coming.

After that they told me that some X-rays has to be taken tomorrow. I passed the entrance of the hospital, I was all dressed up, from the head to the toe.

Then one day Dr. Liebolt came in and asked me: "Where should I begin to operate?" I answered him that he is the doctor. Then he asked me: "Where should I begin to operate?" I answered him that he is the doctor. Then he asked me: "Where should I begin to operate?" I answered him that he is the doctor.
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Era curta tal como tuviste taba scrito de artista de P.D. Tahlbo, a poder de la gobernadora de Rhode Island, qui en Aruba. Con mi amigo en Aruba...